Treasure of Sorat (Altered Creatures)

A traveler arrives in Farbank with information leading to ancient runestones that are said to
have great mystic powers. Mesmerized with intrigue, Thorik and his parents venture out to
find the treasure which will end up costing several lives to acquire. This short story is the
prequel to the start of an Epic Fantasy Adventure series that will lead you on a journey like
none before. All new creatures and species inhabit this unique landscape as events unfold
before your eyes that will change the civilization of the Kingdom and the Altered Creatures
forever. This fast-paced character-driven series is filled with magic and mystery. Series
Synopsis: The Brothers of War were the twin heirs to the Mighty Dovenar Kingdom. Now
weakened by the great civil war, which the twins unleashed upon the land, both brothers are
nowhere to be found. Outside the kingdom’s safe harbor and strong fortress walls, the Altered
Creatures are prepared to conquer the kingdom in its leaderless and weakened state. The
magical Alchemists have chosen sides with the Altered Creatures and against the few
E’rudites who still honor the prior regime. Word of the vulnerable people has made it to the
three demons that rule the Underworld, Land, and the Air, who have all decided to join the
battle for their own supremacy. The future looks bleak for the civilized lands. Yet, there is one
young hunter who believes he can still save the Kingdom. These are the tales of this individual
and his friends whose very faith in their values challenges the vast domination of the naturally
powerful. The land’s destiny is in Thorik’s hands, while his confidence in himself and
conviction to his beliefs will define his own fate. Join Thorik on the ultimate journey to save
the world from those who strive to control it. This is best described as one of the best fantasy
books on kindle, best fantasy books for teens, best fantasy epic, best fantasy lists, fantasy
adventure mage, epic fantasy collection, and epic fantasy series.
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Sciarrio. A Prequel to the Altered Creatures Epic Fantasy Adventures. Enjoy!The Altered
Creatures Epic Fantasy Adventure is a collection of individual Young Adult stories that thread
together additional subplots and twists as Thorik Dain Treasure of Sorat has 4 ratings and 1
review. Tracy said: This is a cute little backstory Read saving… Treasure of Sorat (Altered
Creatures).Altered Creatures Epic Fantasy Adventures. Weve all been Altered based on the
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